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Abstract 
The marketing innovation includes not only the innovation of production quality, but also the in-
novation of service. According to the foreign literatures and the past solution of tourist harass-
ment, this paper emphasizes the importance of tourist harassment. “No harassment” can be a 
bright spot of destination marketing. The purpose of this paper is to propose a new and novel so-
lution for destination marketing in a different prospect. The situation without production innova-
tion can be promoted by the idea of traveling with no harassment. 
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1. Introduction 
Tourism has become an important way of leisure in the modern time; with super improvement of economy and 
more convenience of traffic, the tourists almost cover all persons who have right to do what he wants to do. Due 
to the characteristics of nonresident, a series of effects of tourism act on the destinations directly, like economic, 
social and environmental effects. Now, more scholars have concentrated on studying the factors which affect 
tourists where they should go. Generally, it includes two parts. One is about tourists, like the leisure time, dis-
posable money and so on; the other is about the destinations, such as the tourism resource, accessibility and 
safety. 

The research about tourists has an in-depth discussion already, but the research about harassment is only at an 
early stage. For most tourists, tourism harassment will reduce their satisfaction obviously, and related research is 
also limited. So, this paper will discuss the harassment in perspective of marketing. 

In 2003, King came up with closely four of fifth tourists who had the experience of harassment from local 
vendors during their travel in Barbados [1]. In addition, the first tourism survey about Barbados has shown that 
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more than 60% participants have this kind of experience [2]. Tourism harassment is defined by Ralph Carnegie 
as the following: In the destination, the vendors peddle a lot of goods even drug to tourists constantly and it 
causes more interference about tourists [2]. 

In fact, traveling is an opportunity to obtain an experience of leisure, but this harassment will affect this feel-
ing and the impression about the destination. And in depth, it will hurt the revisit rates and the image of destina-
tion. So, it requires controlling this question and it is important for the marketing of destination. 

2. Literature Reviews 
2.1. The Progress of Foreign Research about Tourism Harassment Tourism Crime 
Tourism has changed the social economic structure, and at the same time it also increased the crime rates of des-
tinations [3]. Ryan definite tourism crime as: “The behavior which are contrary to local laws and caused by the 
tourism activities or happening during tourism” [4]. 

Klaus de Albuquerque found, due to the low precaution awareness, tourists have more easier to become the 
targets than the local residents, especially the property crime [5]. The more frequently the crime happened, the 
less tourists are. 

The reasons of harassments have included three aspects. The first, level of tourists’ consumption are higher 
than the locals obviously. The second, the locals feel unfair about the unbalance between tourists and them. The 
last one is discrimination of areas [6]. 

Tourism crime is not only affecting tourists, but also prevents the investment by most developers. Charles 
found 90% managers considered the safety as an important factor which decide whether to invest. At the same 
time, Robotham thought the safety erode the social capitals [7]. 

2.2. Tourism Harassment 
Boxill did a random sampling survey and found that only 2% participants considered the crime as the first con-
fusion in their tourism, most of them thought the worst infrastructure and harassment from the local vendors are 
the main problems [8]. 

Tourism harassment means that do something makes tourists unhappy, the person who carry out the behaviors 
are the local vendors or others. Klaus de Albuquerque and Jerome L. McElroys were the first ones to research 
this issue. Some of conclusions about this question are included [2]:  

1) There is no obvious relationship between the harassment and victim’s gender. 
2) Tourists who visited firstly are attacked more than the one who are veterans. 
3) The people from surrounding areas have lower rates to be harassed, because they have more similarity with 

the local people. 
Harassment can be classified for five styles: first, the vendors ask tourists to visit shop or pestered to make a 

purchase; second, sexual harassment; third, verbal abuse; fourth, body attack; fifth, the crime-oriented matter of 
dealings in relation to drugs. Metin Kozak analyzed that harassment from vendors are the dominated problem, 
and the most frequent places were beach and street [9]. 

This issue has seriously influenced the development of tourism, but it is not paid attention to that yet. The 
reasons are included that this behavior is difficult to definite and collect the evidence [10]. 

The progress of domestic research about tourism harassment. 
Based on foreign research achievement, domestic scholars Shao Ruijuan found that the local people want to 

make money from the tourists who were considered as the rich as a compensation. This is the reason why ha-
rassment happened. The bigger the gap between rich and poor, the more harassment were happened [9]. 

Pro. Zheng Xiangmin analyzed the degree of safety of destination from four aspects which included female 
psychological sense of insecurity, unsafe tourism behavior, safety event and prevention. It is only tourists’ pers-
pective, not refer to marketing perspective [11]. 

3. Analysis of Tourism Harassment and Marketing Strategy 
3.1. Analyze the Harassment Based on Perspective of Vendors 
To get through this issue, we analyze tourism harassment from different perspectives. For the tourists, travel is 
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an experience which can relax them, so they don’t be disturbed by others. 
On the contrary, those vendors consider “the harassment” as an excellent sale skill, and think they have right 

to sale on the public street. Secondly, the local people take more care of making living than tourism. Lastly, they 
consider tourists as the rich, and they can give some happiness to tourists for selling and also can get economic 
and physical compensation [9]. 

It is reasonable in some degrees, but it is a vicious cycle in fact that it cause dissatisfied for the tourists. And 
then it will cause serious economic loss and bad image for the destination. So it is necessary to regulate for the 
government or related department. 

3.2. Solution of Tourism Harassment 
The negative effects of tourism harassment have been found by the local investor, and they have already taken 
actions to reduce it. For example, in Caribbean, increasing number of plainclothes polices to keep order in hot 
spots, to control or stop the behavior of harassment, to punish the vendors with no license. Or increasing point of 
sale to sell souvenirs. These measures can be effective in short term, but it doesn’t enough to do so. In other as-
pect, it will make tourists nervous to see lots of police and given them a bad image about the destination. 

Sandals, Couples and Hedonism had proposed a model called “Enclave Tourism” to reduce the cases of ha-
rassments [5]. Enclave tourism means the employees come from other place or the tourists consume at other 
places out of destinations. It can be separated tourists and local people in theory, and local people can not get 
any economic benefits from tourists, and no harassed behavior happened. But, in fact, if there is no benefit local 
people can get, the relationship will be deteriorated between tourists and them. The local people do not coope-
rate with government to develop the tourist, even block it. 

In the long term, to consummate the legal system and courage community involvement can be solved it fun-
damentally. What a good way to deal with the harassment is to organize all stakeholders of tourist to set up a 
committee to deal with the related issues [10]. Firstly, the committee should propagandize and educate the local 
people and let them know the importance of tourist for their economic development. Secondly, it needs to set up 
a complaint center to deal with complaint and punish the person who are complained and increase the satisfac-
tion of consumers. Lastly, long-term measures are in combination with the short-term action can have a sustain-
able way to develop the destination [12]. 

3.3. Revelation of Marketing 
With the popularization of tourism and increase of people’s income, the competition becomes more and more 
fierce. To attract more tourists, it should have some creative ideas besides better infrastructures and tourism 
production. What we need to do is changing the perspective of innovation; from the aspect of helping tourists to 
solve problems, they encounter instead of only optimize productions. No harassment can give them an excellent 
environment to relax themselves, and also can have sense of safety. 

From this paper, if the harassment can be solved, it will be the best service for tourists and it also can be as a 
highlight in the advertisement. Let more people know that we can provide a free, no disturbed, and relax travel 
experience for you besides sightseeing. It emphasizes no harassment as our characteristic. 
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